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Introduction

Launched in late July 2021, BabyMusk is an easy-to-
understand decentralized token bringing real utility into 
the meme space. 

BabyMusk has three core missions for all token holders: 

1. Having Fun

    

  
 

2. Giving Back

o In addition to the 6% reflections that holders get when 
someone sells, we also created a donation wallet that recieves
a % of token buys and sells. That wallet will be used to give 
back to the charity of Elon Musk's choice.

3. Integrity

o Our goal with BabyMusk is to create a token you can finally 
trust. We plan to have open, transparent, and honest 
communication with the community.
We've declared BabyMusk a scam free zone.

o One of the main reasons for launching BabyMusk was so that
 we could continue to build, interact, share memes, and have
 a fun time online with a fun group of people. Join us on
 Telegram if you haven't already. https://t.me/realbabymusk

http://t.me/realbabymusk


BabyMusk including but not limited to the overall project, the token, 
website, smart contracts and any apps (“BabyMusk”) as presented 
in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted 
financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any 
terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the 
app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or 
legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial 
environment. BabyMusk is a fully and completely decentralized and 
community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, 
promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other figures or 
entities exerting any form of governance; the BabyMusk smart 
contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-
modifiable in any way. The BabyMusk token is a strictly utility token 
in any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a 
security or otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is not in any 
way e-money and/or a fat or asset backed stablecoin, whether 
global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a 
contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation, 
solicitation or offer to invest in BabyMusk or acquire or use its 
BabyMusk tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit in 
any form. Any user of BabyMusk declares to have received 
appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice 
before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper, the 
website and using any portion or element of BabyMusk (including 
any BabyMusk token therein) and accepts that there is an inherent 
high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain 
and/or crypto system, token, platform, software, interface including 
BabyMusk and further acknowledges with full disclaimer for any 
community member directly or indirectly involved with BabyMusk, 
that there can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss.

DISCLAIMER



Tokenomics - $BBMUSK
Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000 (1T)

Reflection

Marketing/Dev Ops Wallet Fee

Charity Wallet Fee

Suggested Slippage 12%

“If you are trying to create a company, its like baking a cake. 
You have to have all the Ingredients in the right proportion.” 

- Elon Musk

Social Media Links

Website: http://babymusk.co

Twitter: https://twitter.com/RealBabyMusk

Reddit: https://reddit.com/RealBabyMusk

Instagram: https://instagram.com/realbabymusk/

    

5% on buys and sells

1% on sells
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http://babymusk.co/
https://twitter.com/RealBabyMusk
https://reddit.com/RealBabyMusk
https://instagram.com/realbabymusk/


Roadmap

Phase 1

GROWTH
❑1,000 Holders

❑Website Launch

❑CoinGecko Listing

❑2,000 Telegram Members

❑Marketing Phase 1

❑GROWTH

❑$50M Market Cap

Phase 2

UTILITY
❑5,000 Holders

❑CoinMarketCap Listing

❑5,000 Telegram Members

❑Marketing Phase 2

❑Elon Outreach

❑First Charitable Donation

❑$200M Market Cap

Phase 3

EXPAND
❑10,000 Holders

❑BabyMusk Body Spray 
(yes… we are serious)

❑BabyMusk
Merchandise

❑10,000 Telegram 
Members

❑Influencer Partnerships

❑$500M Market Cap

Phase 4

EVOLUTION
❑20,000 Holders

❑50,000 Telegram 
Members

❑Significant Charitable 
Channels Established

❑Recognizable Branding 
throughout the Industry

❑$1B Market Cap

PLATFORM


